Heath Lane Nursery School
Heath Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 1TT
Telephone (01442) 255418
Email admin@heathlane.herts.sch.uk

Headteacher: Mrs Hayley Yendell

Our Remote Learning Offer in the Event of Partial Closure
This is the remote offer in the event of a partial school closure. This would happen if:


The government instructed Nursery schools to only open to critical worker and vulnerable children



Low levels of staffing making it unsafe to open to all children

We will send daily emails with the links/videos. You will be able to access and revisit recorded sessions at
any point.
Facebook Challenge!
8am

Morning
Session

Lunch

Every morning at 8am there will be a challenge set. This will be emailed out by 9am in
case you are not on Facebook. This will be a quick focused activity using either
resources in the pack or familiar items from around the house.



Joe Wickes workouts: search for ‘5 minute move’ on YouTube
Busy Fingers! Please look at the activities suggested in the ‘Busy Fingers
Booklet.’ There is one in the lockdown packs and an electronic copy attached
to this email.
You can ensure that lunchtimes provide learning opportunities by:





Asking your children to wipe down the table for lunch
Count out the bowls/plates for everyone eating
Asking your child to help wash/chop/peel fruit or vegetables
Spread butter/cut sandwiches/spoon equal amounts of rice into bowls etc..

Ensure they help with the washing up afterwards-they are expected to at school!
Afternoon
Session

Other



Zoom Story time: A member of staff will read a favourite story.
Please look out for the zoom recordings that will be emailed to you.

Our curriculum at school is largely play based and so we would advocate offering your
child:
 time to explore imaginative play with their toys at home
 the opportunity to explore outdoors; go for your outdoor walk, whatever the
weather!
 story sessions; use the ‘Story Ideas’ guidance in the lockdown pack to support
with ideas on sharing a book
 the opportunity to visit the book shed outside the school; if you are not selfisolating why not visit the book shed during school hours and choose a book?
We would also suggest:
 Following ‘The Home Corner’ on Facebook-there are regular videos of ideas to
support learning at home!
 Looking at the CBeebies website

